News of "International Day of Sterilization Sciences "
-- CSSD of TEDA INTERNATIONAL CARDIOVASCULAR HOSPITAL

Despite the worldwide outbreak of COVID-19, We bring surprises to people from the field of
infection control in medical institutions. In this spring, “the Open Day” activity of CSSD of TEDA
International Cardiovascular Hospital arrives as scheduled when the spread of domestic COVID-19
in China is basically blocked.
This Open Day activity is highly valued and strongly supported by the hospital leaders and the
nursing department. It is hoped that through this activity, the contact between various departments
will be further enhanced, so that clinical staff can better understand the professional development of
the CSSD, understand the work content of CSSD, and enhance mutual understanding.

This Open Day event specially invites President Liu Yaping of TEDA International Cardiovascular
Hospital, as well as directors, head nurses and backbones of several clinical departments to
participate. ZhaoYuncheng, the head nurse of CSSD, delivered a welcome speech. He thanked the
hospital leaders and various departments for their continuous support for the work of CSSD, and
also said that all the staff of CSSD would make their own efforts to overcome the difficulties with
the hospital in this special period and forge ahead for a better tomorrow of TEDA International
Cardiovascular Hospital.
President Liu Yaping said that CSSD, as an important department of infection control, is an
important part to ensure the normal development of hospital medical care work. At the same time,
she affectionately hopes that the staff of CSSD can improve the overall level and professional
ability, and constantly improve and progress in the continuous work based on the platform of CSSD
of the hospital. Director Ma Li of the Nursing Department affirmed the achievements of CSSD.
Although sterilization supply is a special nursing discipline, the work of CSSD has always been
serving the clinic and escorting the development of clinical departments.
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Subsequently, under the guidance and explanation of the head nurse Zhao Yuncheng, the visitors
learned about the architectural layout design, equipment facilities and workflow of CSSD. After
entering the decontamination area, visitors saw the "gorgeous turn" of each instrument, and
discussed and exchanged the issues of recycling that are closely related to the clinic. In the
instrument store, the person in charge, taking the precision instrument as an example,
communicated with the visitors about the inspection, maintenance and other common problems of
instruments. In the inspection and packaging area, visitors learned about the selection and use and
expiration date of different packaging materials. Next to the sterilizer, the disinfectioner introduced
the preliminary preparation required for each batch of sterilized articles and all points required for a
complete and qualified sterilization process. The curiosity of the visitors was greatly satisfied. In the
storage area of sterile articles, every sterile article with neat packaging, orderly placement and clear
information attracted the attention of visitors. After learning the entire storage and distribution
process, visitors showed a reassuring smile.

In this special period, the activity process will definitely be simplified, but the whole process is
harmonious. Through this activity, more people have learned about the "special" disinfection supply,
knowing that CSSD is like every clinical department. Everyone resists the outbreak of the epidemic
with an ordinary body and guards the well-being of every patient silently with their efforts and
dedication.
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